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Bio

Speaker Ryan Estis has more than 20 years of experience as a top-performing
sales professional and leader. As the former chief strategy officer for the
McCann Worldgroup advertising agency NAS, he brings a fresh perspective to
business events. Known for his innovative ideas on leading change, improving
sales effectiveness, and preparing for the future of work, Ryan was recently
recognized as one of “the best keynote speakers ever heard” by Meetings &
Conventions magazine alongside Tony Robbins, Bill Gates, Colin Powell, and
Mike Ditka. [morelink]
Topics

Ryan Estis Speaking Presentations:
Branding
Business Growth/Strategy/Trends
Change: Managing/Leading It
Communication Skills

Consumer Trends
Corporate Culture
Customer Relationships/Loyalty
Employee Engagement
Human Resource Issues
Leadership
Peak Performance
Personal Growth
Sales Skills and Motivation
Workforce Issues

Sample Keynote Presentations:

Rock Star Selling: Selling Value in the New Economy
This high-impact keynote examines the dramatic evolution in professional sales. Ryan, a former
chief sales officer, dissects how the best sales organizations are meeting the expectations of
more sophisticated and demanding customers. [morelink]

Passion on Purpose: Turning Corporate Culture into a Competitive
Advantage
This keynote reviews how to cultivate a high-engagement, high-performance work culture. As we
prepare for the next growth cycle in business, leaders need to understand the needs and
expectations of the modern workforce. Ryan pushes back on conventional thinking with new
research and case studies from category-leading companies that succeed at maximizing human
potential and elevating performance. [morelink]

Next Level Leadership: Managing For Breakthrough Performance In
The New Economy
This keynote prepares leaders to thrive in today's increasingly connected, competitive business
environment. Ryan challenges conventional leadership practices and explores progressive
techniques and technology that pace with the evolving needs of today's knowledge worker.
[morelink]

The Brand Experience: Accelerating Business Growth Through
Remarkable Experiences
This keynote focuses on how you can elevate the relationships you have with your most
important stakeholders: your customers. Ryan teaches organizations how to create remarkable
experiences and earn customers for life. [morelink]

Rethinking HR
This interactive training examines the new opportunity for human resources to make a highimpact contribution to the organization. Ryan explores data, trends and the latest thinking on
how we work. He highlights what’s needed for HR to deliver talent strategy, workforce readiness
and business performance. [morelink]

Unleash Your Inner Superhero: Keys to Achieving Breakthrough
Performance
This keynote helps attendees tap into their deep reservoir of potential and unleash their unique
capability into the world. Ryan helps people see new opportunity through techniques that
remove the barriers of fear, doubt and uncertainty that threaten to inhibit performance.
[morelink]

Ryan Estis is represented by K&M Productions. For more information, speaking fees, Ryan Estis'
speaking schedule & booking Ryan Estis, contact us.

